Introduction 47
Rice is the world's most important staple food and will continue to be so in the coming 48 decades. In the future, the necessary increases in rice production to meet demand will have to 49 come mainly from an increase in yield per unit of land, water and other resources (CGIAR 50 Research Program on Rice 2016). At the same time, 15-20 million ha of rice lands will suffer 51 some degree of water scarcity (Tuong and Bouman 2003; Mekonnen and Hoekstra 2016). The 52 predicted increase in water scarcity threatens the sustainability of rice production (Rijsberman 53 2006) . It is thus crucial to develop agronomic practices that reduce water use while maintaining 54 or increasing yields. A concomitant challenge is to adapt rice varieties to these water-saving 55 agronomic practices by improving their performance under water-limited conditions. 56
In recent decades, different water management systems have been developed with the aim 57 . Thus, rice adaptation to AWD appears to involve typical 72 complex traits, whose improvement requires genome-wide breeding approaches that account 73 for genotype by environment (G×E) interactions, i.e. the amplitude of the response of the 74 genotypes to a shift from CF management to the AWD system. 75
In plant breeding, G×E interactions are usually assessed in multi-environment trials and 76 expressed as a change in the relative performance of genotypes in different environments, with 77 or without change in the ranking of the genotypes (Freeman 1973) . G×E analysis plays a 78 fundamental role in assessing genotype stability, in predicting the performance of untested 79 genotypes and in maximizing response to selection. Statistical methods for assessing G×E 80 interactions and estimating their sizes and opportunities to exploit them are widely discussed in 81 the literature (Freeman 1973 as joint regression analysis, was further formalized by Eberhart and Russel (1966) undertaken for the purpose of plant breeding rely on multi-environmental field testing that 89 represents target production environments or a target population of environments (Cooper and 90 Hammer 1996) . One specific case of G×E experiments is managed-environment trials that aim 91 to assess the effect of particular environmental variables (e.g., abiotic stresses) or cropping 92 practices (e.g. fertilizer, irrigation, etc.) that influence crop performance in the production 93 environment concerned (Cooper and Hammer 1996) . A still more specific case of G×E 94 experiments is managed abiotic stress trials that aim to provide a measure of genotypic response 95 to stress based on yield loss under stress compared with under normal conditions. Several indexes 96 have been proposed to evaluate the stress intensity and genotypic response in such experiments, 97 mainly in the context of selection for drought tolerance (Fischer and Maurer 1978; Rosielle and 98 Hamblin 1981; Fischer et al. 2003) . 99
With the advent of molecular markers, new G×E analysis methods have been developed 100 based on linear mixed models that connect the differential sensitivity of genotypes to 101 environments to particular regions of the plant genome and to specific biological mechanisms 102 ( Malosetti et al. 2004; Boer et al. 2007; van Eeuwijk et al. 2010 ). More recently, the potential 103 of genomic selection (GS) to accelerate the pace of genetic gains in major field crops has 104 encouraged the development of multi-environment models for genomic prediction. The first 105 statistical framework using a linear mixed model to model G×E for the purpose of genomic prediction performances for these models compared to single environment and across-119 environment models. The latest multi-environment genomic prediction models fall back on a 120 Bayesian approach ). Application of these methods to one maize and four 121 wheat CIMMYT data sets showed that models with G×E always have higher prediction ability 122 than single-environment models, regardless of the genetic correlation between environments. 123
The predictive ability of these Bayesian methods was also generally better than that obtained 124 with the G×E models proposed by Lopez-Cruz et al. (2015) and Cuevas et al. (2016) , when 125 applied to the same datasets. 126
In the present study, we evaluated the effect of AWD on the performance of two rice 127 breeding populations: a reference panel and a population of advanced lines both genotyped with 128 32 k SNP markers. Our general objective was to explore the feasibility of genomic selection for 129 the adaptation of rice to AWD in the framework of a pedigree breeding scheme. Our specific 130 objectives were to: (i) access expression of the response of the above-mentioned populations to 131 AWD compared to the CF irrigation system, and (ii) compare the performance of different 132 genomic prediction models that include G×E interactions in answering the two well-known 133 issues relevant in breeding programs: predicting unobserved phenotypes of untested lines and 134 predicting unobserved phenotypes of lines that have been evaluated in some environments but 135 not others. The two issues are analyzed in the context of intra-population prediction (cross-136 validation experiments), and across-populations prediction (progeny-validation), as the 137 population of advanced lines was derived from biparental crosses between some of the members 138 of the diversity panel. 139 and 2015 for PP. In each year, the phenotyping experiment included two independent trials 150 corresponding to the two water management systems tested: CF and AWD. For the 151 conventional CF water management system, rice was dry seeded and the field was flooded with 152 10-15 cm of water at the 3-4 leaf stage (typically 30 days after sowing) and maintained flooded 153 until mid-maturity. For the AWD, after initial flooding at the 3-4 leaf stage, the field was 154 subjected to intermittent drying periods. The soil water potential was maintained above -30 kPa 155 by gravity irrigation whenever the soil moisture reached this threshold. The soil water potential 156 was monitored by a set of six tensiometers distributed throughout the field and inserted to a 157 depth of 20 cm. For each population and each year, the two water management systems were 158 conducted in two fields separated by a distance of about 100 m to avoid interference with 159 respect to the water regime. The other soil characteristics were identical (sand 47.8%, loam 160 42.8%, clay 9.4%; pH-H2O 6.4). The experimental design, which was identical in the two 161 conditions, was a complete randomized design with three replicates for RP and a complete 162 randomized block design with three replicates for the PP. The target traits for both RP and PP 163 were days to flowering (FL), panicle weight (PW), and the nitrogen balance index (NI) as 164 The discarded data were considered as missing in the following steps of the analysis. The 172 following mixed models were applied to obtain adjusted means per genotype: 173
Material and method
where Y is the observed phenotype for the water management system m; µ the overall mean; 176
y the year as fixed effect; yr the within year replication as fixed effect; the genotype as 177 random effect, the interaction between genotype and year as random effect; and the 178 residual. The analysis was performed with the proc mixed procedure of SAS 9.2 (SAS Institute, 179
Cary NC, USA); the method of estimation for the variance components was the restricted 180 maximum likelihood (REML). The formula by Holland et al. (2003) was used to estimate broad 181 sense heritability ( 2 ) as well as the corresponding standard error (SE) for each trait and each 182 water management system in each population: 183
where 2 , 2 and 2 are the variance components associated with the genotype, the interaction 185 between genotype and year and the residual, respectively.
is the harmonic mean of the 186 number of years per accession and , the harmonic mean of the number of plots across years 187 per accession. Conditional coefficients of determination (R²) were also computed using the 188 methodology described by Nakagawa and Schielzeth (2013) . The adjusted means per water The same notation was used as for the model for each condition with additional fixed and 207 random effects: m the water management as fixed effect; my the water management and year 208 interaction as fixed effect; myr the replication within water management and year as fixed 209 effect;
the interaction between genotype and water management as random effect; and 210 the interaction between genotype, water management and year as random effect. The analyses 211 were performed with the proc mixed procedure of SAS 9.2 (SAS Institute, Cary NC, USA) with 212
REML. 213
Evaluation of genotypic response to water management systems 215 The genotypic response to AWD water management was estimated in two ways using 216 adjusted means. First, an index of relative performance was computed as follows: 217 =̂−̂, where ̂ and ̂ correspond to the adjusted means of accession j under 218 AWD and CF water managements, respectively. This index was also calculated at population 219 level to assess the intensity of stress caused by AWD water management compared to CF: = 220 Multi-environment models 250 To predict the genomic estimated breeding values with data from the two water management 251 systems, hereafter referred to as multi-environment prediction, we used the statistical models 252 Assessing genomic prediction accuracy 287 Prediction accuracy for the three traits and their related response to water management 288 (index and slope) were assessed with two different validation schemes. The first scheme used 289 only the RP with random partitions and is referred to hereafter as cross-validation. The second 290 validation scheme used information from the RP to predict the performance of the PP (referred 291 as progeny validation). The details of these two validation schemes are explained below. 292 Table S1 . Models were adjusted separately for each 339 population (RP and PP) and each water management system (CF and AWD). Conditional R² 340 ranged from 0.33 to 0.96, indicating moderate to good fit of the model (Table 1) . The lowest R² 341 values were obtained for NI trait in both populations and both conditions. The highest R² values 342 were obtained for FL. Whatever the trait or water management system considered, the genotype 343 contributed significantly to the phenotypic variation in each population. A higher contribution 344 of the genotype effect to the phenotypic variation was observed for FL compared to NI and to 345 a lesser extent to PW. Broad-sense heritability ( 2 ) tended to confirm this trend (Table 1) . 346
Cross-validation within the reference population
Indeed, depending on the population and the condition, 2 ranged from 0.85 to 0.94 for FL, 347 from 0.75 to 0.90 for PW, and from 0.56 to 0.77 for NI. A slight increase in 2 was observed 348 in CF water management compared to in AWD for FL and PW in RP. There was no significant 349 difference in PP. 350
The three traits investigated exhibited normal distribution in the RP and PP under both AWD 351 and FC (Figure 1) . The AWD water management resulted in medium intensity stress for FL 352 (7.4% and 10.8% for RP and PP, respectively) and NI (-15.6% and -7.6%), and in rather severe 353 stress intensity for PW (-26 between the two water management systems were 89.4 g for RP and 77.7 g for PP. For NI, in 358 addition to differences in the average performance of the two water management systems, 359 significant differences in distribution were also observed between RP and PP, for the extent of 360 diversity, much larger for the RP, and for the frequency of individuals with low NI, much higher 361 in the PP ( Figure S1 ). 362
Partitioning of the phenotypic variation from the two water management systems into 363 different sources of variation revealed the existence of significant interactions between 364 genotypes and water management systems in both RP and PP, for all traits except FL in RP 365 (Table S2 ). For all traits and populations, the ranking of the individuals was affected by water 366 management and the Spearman's rank correlation coefficients between traits values under the 367 two water management systems were medium to high ( Figure 2) . As a result, for each trait the 368 ratio of correlated response to selection under FC, relative to direct response to selection under 369 AWD, ranged from medium (0.56 and 0.75 for NI) to very high (0.98 and 0.90 for FL), 370 suggesting indirect selection for adaptation to AWD is feasible (Table 1) . 371
The two computed variables (index and slope) characterizing the accessions' response to 372 AWD, revealed a Gaussian distribution for the three phenotypic traits considered ( Figure S1 ). 373
An ANOVA of these computed variables revealed significant genotype effects on the three 374 traits in both RP and PP populations (Table S3 ). By construction, the correlations between phenotypic values per condition and the slope were higher than those with the index whatever 376 the trait and the population considered. Interestingly, the index behaved differently in each trait 377 ( Figure S1 ). For FL, low correlations were found either with AWD or CF. For NI, higher 378 correlations were found with CF (-0.51 for RP and -0.58 for PP) than with AWD (0.39 for RP 379 and 0.13 for PP). For PW, correlations were higher with AWD (0.42 for RP and 0.71 for PP) 380 than with CF (-0.23 for RP and 0.24 for PP). For the three traits considered, there was almost 381 no correlation between the index and the slope variables ( Figure S1 The average prediction accuracies obtained for the two response variables were compared 386 with those obtained for the observed variables in each water management system considered as 387 references ( Table 2 ). The overall mean accuracy for the observed variables (the three traits 388 under the two water management systems), and for the response variables, was 0.54 but the 389 range extended from -0.12 to 0.88, depending on the prediction model, the trait and the type of 390 variable (Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable., Table S4 ). The most significant factor 391 influencing accuracy was the type of variable (Table 2) . Indeed, regardless of the trait or the 392 statistical model, accuracy for the index was lower than for the slope: 0.31 against versus 0.64 393 on average (Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.). Interestingly, NI, which presented the 394 highest G×E, was the trait with the lowest accuracy for the index (0.17 and 0.21). However, 395 index predictions were less accurate for FL, the trait with the lowest G×E, (0.29 and 0.30) than 396 for PW (0.43 and 0.48) with intermediate G×E. In agreement with the medium to high 397 correlations at phenotypic level, the prediction accuracies for the slope and the variables under 398 each condition were comparable. However, different trends were observed depending on the 399 trait. For FL and PW, accuracies for the slope were closer to accuracies under AWD than under 400 CF. For NI, the opposite was observed. In all cases, slope prediction was as accurate as the best 401 single-environment prediction. The level of accuracy depended secondly on the trait (Table 2) . 402
On average, accuracy was higher for FL (0.6) than for PW (0.58) and NI (0.45). The statistical 403 models differed significantly from each other although the effect was small. RKHS performed 404 better than GBLUP in almost all cases with differences in accuracy of up to 0.05. The 405 interactions between factors influencing prediction accuracy were not important, except for the 406 one between the response variable and the trait ( Table 2) . 407
Prediction accuracy across populations 408 On average, across generation prediction for both observed and computed response variables 409 was less accurate (0.28) than prediction within the reference population (Table S5 ). Accuracies 410 ranged from -0.01 to 0.38, with an average of 0.25 for FL, from -0.1 to 0.45, with an average 411 of 0.22, for NI, and from 0.14 to 0.56, with an average of 0.38 for PW, depending on the type 412 of variables (observed variables, index and slope), the scenario and the model (Figure 4) . 413
Among these factors, the most influential was again the type of response (Table S5) , with the 414 lowest average accuracy of 0.12 for index and the highest average accuracy of 0.35 for slope. 415
The prediction accuracy under the single environment AWD and CF averaged 0.34 and 0.32, 416
respectively. The effect of the scenario came in second, with an average accuracy of 0.27 for 417 S1, 0.22 for S2, and 0.35 for S3. The statistical models GBLUP and RKHS performed similarly 418 on average (accuracy of 0.28) but the range of variation was slightly wider in RKHS (-0.1 to 419 0.56) than in GBLUP (-0.01 to 0.51). 420
Accuracy of genomic prediction using multi-environment models 421 Prediction accuracy in the reference population 422 The focus here was on multi-environment models and the two different cross-validation 423 methods (M1 and M2), using single environment models as the baseline. Average accuracies 424 ranged from 0.47 to 0.96, depending on (in decreasing importance): the trait, the type of model 425 (i.e. single versus multi-environment), the cross-validation strategy, the statistical model and 426 the water management system ( Figure 5 , Table S6 ). The average accuracy was of 0.79, 0.56 427 and 0.69 for FL, NI and PW respectively. Whatever the trait or the water management system, 428 multi-environment models with the M1 strategy performed similarly to the single environment 429 model with a decrease of up to 0.02 for GBLUP and up to 0.03 for RKHS-1 and RKHS-2. As 430 expected, the multi-environment models with the M2 strategy outperformed single environment 431 models with an average gain of 0.23 and 0.27 for FL, 0.14 and 0.10 for NI and 0.20 and 0.20 432 for PW in AWD and CF, respectively. These gains in accuracy were in agreement with the level 433 of G×E found for each trait. Among the significant interactions between factors, the trait × cross 434 validation strategy interaction was the most important and corresponded to a scale interaction 435 (Table 3) . Among the multi-environment prediction models, RKHS-1 and RKHS-2 performed 436 similarly, with average accuracy of 0.72 and 0.71, respectively, and performed systematically 437 slightly better than GBLUP, with a gain in accuracy of up to 0.04. 438 Genomic prediction of response to AWD
Prediction accuracy across populations

465
The two computed variables (response index and slope of the joint regression) were intended 466 to provide a measurement of G×E for each accession of RP and PP, which could be used as the entry phenotype for genomic prediction. The index, which evaluates tolerance to AWD water 468 management, was very closely correlated with the stress sensitivity and tolerance index 469 proposed by Fischer and Maurer (1978) and (Rosielle and Hamblin 1981), respectively (data 470 not shown). The slope provides a measurement of stability of breeding material along 471 environmental gradients in multi-environment trials (Eberhart and Russell 1966; Lin et al. 472 1986 ). However, the fact that the environmental index is not independent of the performances 473 of the studied genotypes can introduce a bias in the estimate of the regression parameters 474 (Crossa 1990 ). Moreover, the percentage of G×E variance explained is often very low, below 475 25% (for a review, see Brancourt-Hulmel et al. 1997 ). In our case, the number of environments 476 considered, two, was probably too few for a precise estimate of the regression slope for each 477 genotype. On the other hand, the large number of genotypes involved in the estimate of the 478 environmental index (284 for RP and 97 for PP) limited the above-mentioned risk of bias. Given 479 the very high correlations between the computed slopes and the measured phenotypes for the 480 three traits under AWD and CF in both RP and PP populations (r > 0.9, except for PW under 481 AWD in PP (r = 0.73), it represents a reasonably good single entry phenotype to consider for 482 breeding both for adaptation to AWD and performance under CF. 483
The accuracy of genomic prediction for the response index was significantly lower than for 484 the slope and for the corresponding measured traits under AWD and CF, suggesting limited 485 genetic control of variation for the response index. Similar results were reported by (Huang et 486 al. 2016 ) for trait stability in wheat. Nevertheless, given the loose correlations between the 487 response index and the measured traits, genomic prediction for the index and the measured trait 488 in CF could be used to select for good performance in both systems. 489
Genomic prediction using multi-environment data 490 The potential of GS to accelerate the pace of genetic gains in major field crops has been 491 documented by a large number of studies using a simulation approach or experimental data 492 these studies was based on data from unmanaged multi-environment trials of genotypes across 500 several locations (and often several years), mainly conducted to study G×E and the general 501 stability of the genotype across environments. The multi-environment genomic prediction 502 results we present here stand out among the aforementioned ones because we used data from 503 managed bi-environment trials undertaken to study G×E and genotype adaptation to a specific 504 abiotic constraint, i.e. AWD water management. 505
The level of prediction accuracy obtained in our cross validation experiments in the reference 506 population under the M1 prediction strategy with the multi-environment GBLUP, RKHS-1 and 507 RKHS-2 models, calibrated with data from both AWD and CF water management, was similar 508 to that obtained with their single environment counterparts, calibrated with data from either 509 AWD or CF. These results confirm the power of multi-environment genomic models to predict 510 the performances of untested genotypes using data from multiple trials. Under the M2 511 prediction strategy, the three multi-environment models provided significantly higher 512 prediction accuracy for genotypes that had not been tested in one of the two water management 513 systems than their single-environment counterparts, further confirming the advantages of multi-environment prediction models. In order to challenge the performance of the multi-environment 515 models further, we ran the M1 and M2 strategies with a larger number of untested entrees (40% 516 instead of 20%) in both AWD and CF for M1, in AWD or CF for M2. The results in Figure S2  517 show a very small reduction in prediction accuracy. The average prediction accuracy for the 518 three traits, the two water managements and the three prediction models was 0.59 instead of 519 0.61 for M1, and 0.79 instead of 0.81 for M2. These results suggest the possibility of optimizing 520 the method of evaluation of the lines by targeting a specific set of lines for each condition 521 These authors hypothesized that the superiority of the Gaussian kernel models over the linear 530 kernel was due to more flexible kernels that account for small, more complex marker main 531 effects and marker specific interaction effects. In our experiments, RKHS-1 was up to 35% 532 more accurate than single environment GBLUP and up to 10% more accurate than GBLUP-533 G×E model. On the other hand, we did not observe any notable differences in the prediction 534 accuracy of the RKHS-2 model compared to GBLUP-G×E and RKHS-1, as already reported 535 by Cuevas et al. (2017) . This is probably due to the positive correlation between performances 536 under AWD and CF water management systems in our experiments, while the most favorable 537 context for the application the approach developed by Cuevas et al. (2017) is said to be when 538 different types of correlation (positive, zero, or negative) between the environments considered, 539 coexist. 540
The results of our progeny validation experiments did not question the higher prediction 541 accuracy of multi-environment models compared to single environment ones observed in our 542 cross validation experiments in the reference population. However, in progeny validation 543 experiments, the multi-environment models affected prediction accuracy mainly in interaction 544 with other factors, such as the composition of the training set and the trait considered. These 545 results also confirmed the important role of relatedness between the training and the validation 546 set in prediction accuracy. It also confirmed the fact that relatively high accuracy could be 547 achieved using only a rather small share of the RP, the most closely related to the PP as the 548 training set, as reported by Ben Hassen et al. (2017) . 549
Finally yet importantly, in both cross validation and progeny validation experiments, the 550 multi-environment approach achieved higher prediction accuracy than the genomic prediction 551 for the response index and the slope of the joint regression. For instance, compared to prediction 552 for slope, the mean advantage of multi-environment prediction was 8% and 10% with GBLUP-553 G×E and RKHS-1 models, respectively. The advantage reached 25% under the M2 strategy of 554 predicting unobserved phenotypes. In the progeny-validation experiments, the mean advantage 555 was 20% and reached 30% under the S2 scenario of composition of the training set. To our 556 knowledge, this finding has not yet been reported in the literature. It opens new perspectives in 557 breeding for adaptation to AWD and to other abiotic stresses. 558
Practical implications for breeding rice for adaptation to AWD selection option may not be practicable for breeding programs with limited resources, if they 572 also need to continue to breed for CF water management. Moreover, this option would not take 573 full advantage of historical data produced by the breeding program for CF. The high accuracy 574
of multi-environment genomic prediction we observed in the present study, especially in across-575 environment prediction, paves the way for a new breeding option: conducting simultaneously 576 direct and indirect selection for both AWD and CF. Indeed, as we saw in our M2 strategy, the 577 multi-environment genomic models can boost the predictive power of across-environment 578 predictions, i.e. from CF to AWD and vice versa. In this context, the practical question would 579 be the number of selection candidates that need to be phenotyped under the two water 580 management systems relative to the number of candidates that need to be phenotyped under one 581
water management system only. Our results suggest that, for the germplasm and environmental 582 conditions we used and the traits we considered, the percentage of untested candidates under 583 AWD can go up to 40% with no significant negative effect on prediction accuracy as long as 584 they are tested under CF, or vice versa. Considering the additional cost reductions that could be 585 obtained by optimizing the size of the training set, as shown by the S1 scenario in our across-586 generations prediction experiments, it seems possible to add the objective of adaptation to AWD 587 to an existing GS based rice breeding program for CF, with rather limited additional costs. Ben 588
Hassen et al. (2017) showed that rice breeding programs based on pedigree schemes can use a 589 genomic model trained with data from their working collection to predict performances of 590 progenies produced by the conventional pedigree breeding program. Breeding for adaptation to 591 AWD can be integrated in this general scheme. The feasibility of application of this breeding 592 approach to other abiotic stresses deserves further exploration. Table S1 : Variance components and the associated statistic (F-value for fixed effects and Z-769 value for random effects) of days to flowering (FL), nitrogen balance index (NI), and panicle 770 weight (PW). Separate analysis of each population and each water management system 771
(alternate wetting and drying -AWD and continuous flooding -CF). 772 Table S2 : Variance components and the associated statistic: F-value for fixed effects and Z-773 value for random effects) of days to flowering (FL), nitrogen balance index (NI), and panicle 774 weight (PW). Separate analysis of each population pooled over water management conditions. 775 Table S3 : Variance components for the joint regression for days to flowering (FL), nitrogen 776 balance index (NI), and panicle weight (PW). Results are shown for the reference and progeny 777 populations. 778 Table S4 : Mean genomic prediction accuracies in the reference population for the response 779 variables (index and slope) and the performance within each condition (AWD and CF). The 780 results for days to flowering (FL), nitrogen balance index (NI) and panicle weight (PW) are 781 presented. Two statistical models (GBLUP and RKHS) were used. 782 Table S5 : Genomic prediction accuracies for across population validation for the response 783 variables (index and slope) and the performance within each condition (AWD and CF). The 784 scenarios used to define the training set are S1 (only the parents), S2 (100 individuals of the RP 785 selected with CDmean) and S3 (the whole RP). Results for days to flowering (FL), nitrogen 786 balance index (NI) and panicles weight (PW) are presented. Two statistical models (GBLUP 787 and RKHS) were used. 788 Table S6 : Mean genomic prediction accuracy of the performance within each condition (AWD 789 and CF) using single or multi-environment models in the reference population. For multi-790 environment models, two methods of cross-validation were used: M1 and M2. Results for days 791 to flowering (FL), nitrogen balance index (NI) and panicle weight (PW) are presented. Two 792 statistical models (GBLUP, RKHS) were used in single environment prediction and three 793 (GBLUP, RKHS-1 and RKHS-2) in multi-environment prediction. 794 Table S7 : Genomic prediction accuracies of the performance within each condition (AWD and 795 CF) using single or multi-environment models for across population validation. The scenarios 796 used to define the training set are S1 (only the parents), S2 (100 individuals of the RP selected 797
with CDmean) and S3 (the whole RP). Results for days to flowering (FL), nitrogen balance 798 index (NI) and panicle weight (PW) are presented. Two statistical models (GBLUP, RKHS) 799
were used in single environment prediction and three (GBLUP, RKHS-1 and RKHS-2) in multi-800 environment prediction. 801 variables (index and slope) and the performance within each condition (AWD and CF) obtained. 827
Two statistical models (GBLUP, RKHS) and three traits (days to flowering (FL), nitrogen 828 balance index (NI) and 100 panicle weight (PW)) were studied. The scenarios used to define 829 the training set are in color: orange (S1: only the parents), green (S2: 100 individuals of the RP 830 selected with CDmean) and blue (S3: the whole RP). validation experiments obtained with three statistical models (GBLUP, RKHS-1, RKHS-2). 847
Continuous flooding and alternate wetting and drying water management conditions are in blue 848
and orange, respectively. The scenarios used to define the training set are represented by the 849 different shades of orange or blue: light (S1: only the parents), intermediate (S2: 100 individuals 850 of the RP selected with CDmean) and dark (S3: the whole RP).The three studied traits are 851 presented: days to flowering (FL), nitrogen balance index (NI) and panicle weight (PW). 852 
865
Table 3: Analysis of factors that influence the variation in prediction accuracy in the reference 874 population using multi-environment models. The effects of the statistical model (GBLUP,  875 RKHS-1 and RKHS-2), the trait (FL, NI and PW), the cross-validation strategy (M1 and M2) 876 and the target condition (AWD and CF) and their interactions were evaluated. 877 
